Association of seven renowned Universities of Technology

Chalmers University of Technology (Sweden)
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (Norway)
Politecnico di Milano (Italy)
RWTH Aachen (Germany)
Technische Universität Berlin (Germany)
Universitat Politècnica de València (Spain)
Warsaw University of Technology (Poland)
HOW DID WE GET HERE?

We strive for *Excellence* including the full capacity of Europe’s human capital

- French President Macron’s speech held at Sorbonne University speech in September 2017 expressed a vision of “fair, protective, and ambitious Europe”
- European Universities as networks can drive innovation and excellence
- European Commission developed **European University Initiative** to promote common values and boost quality and competitiveness
- **ENHANCE** therefore responded to the call and is **now one of 41 alliances across Europe** supported by the ERASMUS+ programme.
ENHANCE is becoming a powerhouse of education and research uniting:

- 228,101 Students
- 464,500 Alumni
- 44,867 Staff (incl. 24,518 Academic Staff)
- 83 Faculties
- 30 Associated Partners from academia, industry, policy-making and society
KEY ACTIVITIES

EDUCATIONAL PATHWAYS
- A flexible and smart way of experiencing collaborative education.

ONE CAMPUS
- Seamless mobility for students and staff

SOCIETY-CENTRED EDUCATION
- Service-learning and volunteering, challenge-based projects with society

SUSTAINABLE ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION
- Joint ecosystem to support sustainable entrepreneurship and innovation

TRANSDISCIPLINARY CATALYST
- Co-creating knowledge with academics, students and societal stakeholders

GLOBAL EDUCATION PORTFOLIO
- Short-term, blended, and virtual learning offers

HIGHER EDUCATION INNOVATOR
- Bottom-up innovation in new educational methods and modern university administration
Students can select and attend pre-recognized courses in one or more other ENHANCE member universities following an innovative path called the ENHANCE European Education Pathways. (minimum 60 CFU at POLIMI!)

Students can insert the courses offered and pre-recognized at partner universities directly in their study plan and then move to the selected partner university.
Students can apply for ENHANCE through the international mobility call that will be published April 12th. Students from the pilot programmes will have the possibility to select the “ENHANCE project” within the six preferences available in the international mobility for study application.

After being selected for the “ENHANCE project” students will be asked to list the ENHANCE partner Universities according to their preference. The actual destination for the mobility will be assigned according to the student’s position in the ranking.

ENHANCE mobility will be economically supported as all the other international mobility experiences.

✉️ enhance@polimi.it

ENHANCE TANDEMS https://www.enhance-tandems.pw.edu.pl/enhance_tandems_en
JOIN ENHANCE MISSION TO SHAPE EUROPE

twitter.com/enhancealliance
linkedin.com/company/enhancealliance
enhanceuniversity.eu

instagram.com/enhancealliance
facebook.com/enhanceuni